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The undersigned consumer advocacy groups are pleased to submit reply comments in the Federal
Communication Commission’s (“FCC” or “Commission”) refresh of the record of Advanced Methods to
Target and Eliminate Unlawful Robocalls. 1 We reiterate the points made in our previous submission to
this proceeding, 2 and respond to several of the points made by other commenters.
To address the robocall problem impacting tens of millions of American consumers, we encourage the
FCC to:
1. Require phone companies to implement caller ID authentication technology in the near future
and to immediately offer free call-blocking tools;
2. Ensure that consumers have effective legal and technological protections not only from scam
robocalls, but also from unwanted automated calls even if they are coming from legitimate
companies;
3. Maintain its inclusive definition of what is a robocall; and
4. Refrain from requiring voice service providers to send intercept messages when a call is blocked,
and refrain from establishing whitelists at this time.
Below, we will briefly develop each of these points.
The FCC should require phone companies to implement caller ID authentication technology in the
near future and to immediately offer free call-blocking tools.
The FCC has said that combatting robocalls is its top priority. This is appropriate, given that unwanted
calls are the top complaint to the FCC and the source of over seven million complaints to the Federal
Trade Commission (“FTC”) in fiscal year 2017. 3 To that end, the FCC should take aggressive steps to
ensure that consumers have effective protections against unwanted robocalls, including requiring phone
companies to immediately offer to all of their customers free, optional call-blocking tools, and to
implement caller ID authentication technology in the near future. We strongly disagree with several
commenters who argue that the FCC should give phone companies flexibility to decide how to address
the robocall problem. 4 While we appreciate that several of the voice service providers commenting in
this proceeding have taken steps to help address the robocall problem—for example, AT&T and T-
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Mobile offer free robocall-blocking tools to customers—all consumers deserve similar protections. 5 And
though caller ID authentication has been in development for several years, 6 and a few carriers have
made commitments to implement SHAKEN/STIR in 2019, none has yet to complete implementation. 7
Clearly, stronger FCC action is warranted to ensure compliance, and to establish guidelines and
requirements to ensure that these technologies are effective. 8
The FCC should ensure that consumers have effective protections not only from scam robocalls,
but from unwanted calls even if they are coming from legitimate companies.
While scam robocalls are a big problem, they are far from the only robocall problem. Debt collection
robocalls and telemarketing calls from legitimate companies make up nearly half of the robocalls
currently received by consumers. 9 In August 2018, the overall volume of robocalls had expanded over
40% from the same month in 2017, and those increases are not attributable solely to scam calls. 10 As we
noted in our previous comments, maintaining strong, privately enforceable legal protections against
unwanted robocalls is key to controlling the number of unwanted robocalls. 11
It is also important that consumers have the opportunity to block unwanted robocalls, either one-by-one
or through an optional advanced call-blocking service, even if they are coming from legitimate
companies. The FCC reaffirmed in 2015 that phone companies may offer optional call-blocking services
that block entire categories of calls, such as telemarketing calls. 12 Unfortunately, several of the
commenters representing the calling industry are focused on enabling callers to more easily circumvent
blocks on robocalls, on the grounds that their calls are incorrectly blocked, instead of respecting
consumers’ contact preferences. 13
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If a call-unblocking process is needed, it should be guided by a set of criteria, established by the FCC,
that gives consumers the final say as to whether they will receive a call. 14 As CTIA points out, the
falling call-completion rates cited by the calling industry are likely due to the fact that consumers are not
answering these calls, not because they are incorrectly blocked by providers or third-party blocking
services. 15 And, as the call analysis company TNS indicates, false positives are subjective. 16 Moreover,
there is no inherent legal right to reach a consumer by robocall. Debt collectors who are seeking to
contact consumers can write a letter, email them, or pick up the phone and dial the consumer.
Debt collectors have raised concerns that some call-flagging services that prominently label debt
collection calls may create privacy concerns for the called parties. 17 However, we do not agree that the
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”) —which does not allow debt collectors to notify third
parties that they are contacting the consumer—would make a collector liable for the consequences of a
label someone else applied to their caller ID. However, the labeling can violate the privacy of the person
called. Therefore, we urge the FCC to work with both the CFPB and call-labeling companies to find
ways to accurately indicate to the consumer the identity of the caller without causing this breach of
privacy to the consumer.
The FCC should maintain its inclusive definition of what is a robocall.
The FCC should maintain its current definition of a robocall, which includes autodialed calls or those
featuring an artificial or pre-recorded voice. 18 This definition reflects both the specifics of the TCPA
which requires special protections for these calls, and the fact that it is the autodialed nature of the call
that makes these automated calls. We disagree with Encore, which has asked that the FCC redefine
robocall so that it only covers scam robocalls, 19 and PRA, which claims that their calls, since they are
live voice calls, should not be considered unlawful robocalls. 20 This is a Trojan Horse to try to weaken
the FCC rules for unwanted automated calls, and undermine consumers’ ability to block them. 21 Instead,
to ensure that consumers can maintain control over the calls that they receive, the definition of a robocall
should follow the FCC rules under the TCPA, and the FCC should reaffirm that consumers may block
any unwanted calls, at no charge, either one-by-one or through a call-blocking service.
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The FCC should refrain from requiring voice service providers to implement intercept messages
to signal blocked calls, and refrain from establishing whitelists at this time.
It is highly unlikely that the blocking at issue in this proceeding, which is calls blocked without the
consumer’s prior consent, would significantly interfere with legitimate traffic. 22 The FCC has authorized
only limited call-blocking without the consumer’s prior direction. The FCC selected the categories of
spoofed calls that may be blocked (those spoofed with unassigned, unallocated, or incomplete numbers,
or at the request of the owner of the number) because no legitimate caller would spoof those calls. 23
Moreover, as Sprint points out, this traffic constitutes only a miniscule portion of the total call traffic. 24
Thus, it is inappropriate to require phone companies to send intercept messages when calls are blocked
at this time. These messages would be transmitted primarily to scammers, who would then likely spoof a
different number, for example, one that is currently in use by a legitimate phone customer. While these
intercept messages may make sense once caller ID authentication is fully implemented and effective, at
this time it would only make the spoofing problem worse.
For similar reasons, we reiterate our objection to “whitelists,” which would not only serve as an
invitation for scammers to spoof legitimate and even emergency numbers, 25 but could be used to
override consumers’ wishes to block other unwanted calls. Only after implementation of caller ID
authentication should this be considered, and even then, the whitelists should be strictly limited to
emergency numbers only.
Conclusion
The phone industry lags far behind email providers, as anti-spam technology is able to automatically
identify spam and direct it into separate folders. 26 Addressing the robocall problem in a way that is not
burdensome for consumers—for example, by providing anti-robocall tools on an opt-out basis—should
be just as high a priority for the phone companies and the FCC, because unwanted messages are
clogging communication channels, interrupting important inbound and outbound calls, and diminishing
the value of the phone service for which consumers pay dearly. This discourages consumers from using
their phones for personal or business purposes. Voice service providers—many of which did not file
comments to this proceeding—have for years been slow to respond as robocall complaints have
exploded. We reiterate the need for the FCC to require the phone companies to implement effective
caller ID authentication technology that has the ability to screen out all unwanted, spoofed robocalls, to
all customers, at no charge, as well as to immediately offer free technology to screen out all unwanted
robocalls.
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Descriptions of the Organizations Joining this Filing
Consumers Union is the advocacy division of Consumer Reports. Consumers Union works for a fair,
just, and safe marketplace for all consumers and to empower consumers to protect themselves, focusing
on the areas of telecommunications, food and product safety, energy, and financial services, among
others. Consumer Reports is the world’s largest independent product testing organization. Using its
dozens of labs, auto test center, and survey research center, the nonprofit organization rates thousands of
products and services annually. Founded in 1936, Consumer Reports has over 6 million subscribers to
its magazine, website, and other publications.
National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) is a non-profit corporation founded in 1969 to assist legal
services, consumer law attorneys, consumer advocates and public policy makers in using the powerful
and complex tools of consumer law for just and fair treatment for all in the economic marketplace.
NCLC has expertise in protecting low-income customer access to telecommunications, energy and water
services in proceedings at the FCC and state utility commissions and publishes Access to Utility Service
(5th edition, 2011) as well as NCLC’s Guide to the Rights of Utility Consumers and Guide to Surviving
Debt.
Consumer Action has been a champion of underrepresented consumers since 1971. A national,
nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization, Consumer Action focuses on financial education that empowers low to
moderate income and limited English-speaking consumers to financially prosper. It also advocates for
consumers in the media and before lawmakers and regulators to advance consumer rights and promote
industry-wide change particularly in the fields of credit, banking, housing, privacy, insurance and
utilities. www.consumer-action.org
The Consumer Federation of America is an association of more than 250 nonprofit consumer groups
that was established in 1968 to advance the consumer interest through research, advocacy and education.
The National Association of Consumer Advocates (NACA) is a nonprofit association of consumer
advocates and attorney members who have represented hundreds of thousands of consumers victimized
by fraudulent, abusive and predatory business practices. NACA is actively engaged in promoting a fair
and open marketplace that forcefully protects the rights of consumers, particularly those of modest
means.
Public Citizen is a national nonprofit organization with more than 400,000 members and supporters.
We represent consumer interests through lobbying, litigation, administrative advocacy, research, and
public education on a broad range of issues including consumer rights in the marketplace, product
safety, financial regulation, safe and affordable health care, campaign finance reform and government
ethics, fair trade, climate change, and corporate and government accountability.
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